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Springsteen
Tyne Sansom

Check this out:
Vinnie Mad Dog Lopez’s bass drum boomed and flacked!
like handclaps in triplets right before the beat.
Sometimes off his throne he’d jump to beat
a reckless heckler, riff-raff, some poor chap!
GO-GO’s? Who got the beat?
Slapstick rhythm, blap, blu, blap, crack!
But wait, there’s more to the story than that!
Sancious, blasted the keys for this gig
before Simon, Gabriel, Clapton, Beck.
Lush chords were pressed and preserved on vinyl.
He rolled out sideways jazz expletives.
This shit gives me goosebumps, like…
I
had
high hope
for a synonymous view.
Listen, it’s like a circus coming out of the speakers,
Tubas blatting the wild, the innocent and
The E Street shuffle with the raspy
Master of Ceremony banging
pinball machines and
discount psychics
with no future
out of Jersey.

Fragments Of A Prison
Visit
Laura Hoffman

I lied.
my omissions
burst forth
from the
inseam
of his
over washed blue
prison scrubs
I followed
his voice
& its
cadence
borrowed
from beasts
bobbing
one sticky
Saturday
I spread dust
under emerald canopies
and concertina halos
you see
we had been
sending letters
for months
all that was
left in the canteen
was two dented
cans of mountain dew
but I
wanted
him
there is a certain
blind spot
in a Florida prison
where I robbed
the man I’d left
back home

Healing
Geoff Anderson

Godmom cut herself
her palm. I watched the
seeds mountain on granite,
bleed through crust. It’s her

slicing bagels, blade facing
black snowfall of poppy
flashes of stainless steel
hand that bursts beneath

the bandage, a circle		
anchored like the balloons
I would untie from tables on my birthday, a game.
The bulbs would thread
they lighted away; grew

through my fingers before
smaller. No, just more

distant; I thought the sky
chewed before swallowing
each of them; the body erases by eating away at what
breaks open. Wait long
that does not vanish; 		

enough. There is nothing
not her cut, not her, not.

Ornithology
Geoff Anderson

Locked out, I found a feather on my porch,
ran its fibers down my life line. Holding it in my hand
was the closest I ever came to wings. My finger traced
its white circles surrounded by a black colder than night.
If I were an animal, I’d be a woodpecker, the complexion
of my parents. It was the season of awakening,
beaks living not on bark, but what they found inside.
Taps dug deeper in the birch around me, not even the heart
safe from the hunt. But what color is a bird?
I had no answer for what one looked like naked—
the pink of morning; the rainbow of oil on the street;
me, still pale in May. There is hunger in asking
if anyone is there behind the wood. I caught my hand
knocking on my door in unison with the drumming.
If I were a woodpecker, would I see the pattern as a song,
or my feathers as my skin, or myself staring back in the glass?

License
Geoff Anderson

My father taught me
hold a steering wheel
10-2 like the hours
he and I spent Saturday
mornings in his Protege,
he, a passenger, left hand
on his lap. I kept waiting
for it to reach and pull us
away from traffic.
New to driving, I didn’t
deserve his blind faith
I would keep to my lane.
He must have known what
driving school burned into
the retina of my memory;
how struck, a bumper folds
its cards. Seeing my father
get in, I called him brave.
I was not, my pulse in my ears
when he handed me the keys.
I hid white knuckles in a smile,
my teeth in the mirror before
the test he signed me up for.
According to him, he wouldn’t
always be here. Yet, when
has he left? I see fingerprints
all over me; the way
I adjust		
my mirrors,
the sports radio on
the dial; how, to this day,
I tell myself keep an eye on
the road. I even use his voice,
driving up streets
we drove down alone,
each house still
the same, the same, the same

I FORGOT I WAS
DRINKING
James Croal Jackson

beer half past noon listening reading
to sam sax’s on alcohol poem
after the final line in one hand
a bottle to my lips my body a future
compromised
i promised mom i’d outlive her
& it’s going well so far
but these low-hanging clouds
are moving fast and there are drips
of sky becoming foggier
sara says we shouldn’t have drank last night
a monday
but the beers at woodlands are bargain $2 drafts
o genie whisk me to an open field
with flask construct a crumbling house
at the center where i lay drooling the day’s
indiscretions
my mouth a volcano
concrete spat into my palms
the heaviness of me
drops

THE EMPLOYMENT
OF DREAMERS

– After Gray Clark

James Croal Jackson

I need to quit my job as the caretaker of people
who surrendered art to come home from work
and watch television. I can imagine acrylic
burning a canvas for eternity. Giving up
mattered to me a year ago. It will
matter again in a year.

[by: Roscoe Burnems ]

when they say
it’s because he was a criminal
do not fit the description
because she was being aggressive
do not look aggressive
because they were wearing a hood
do not wear a hood
do not be from the hood
because he was big
do not be big
			shrink
when you have nothing but your body
do not body
do not move
do not breathe
or they will take it
gun down your character
and leave it a carcass
to rot in the streets
your body is only the beginning
it is truth in your throat that will hang silent
framed like the portraits of innocent voices
that came before you
a gallery of
misconstrued
misunderstood
misappropriated
when you say it’s because you are black
you will hear
do not be you
do not be human
do not be oppressed in the company of your oppressors
what they are saying is
do not be high enough to sit with them
but do not be low enough to have excuses
be middle of the road
side of the road
roadkill
tar
black shadow
hiding black fist
fist is aggressive
do not be fist
75 percent of accused criminals are black
do not look like a criminal
[read as: do not be black]
and even if you don’t
be prepared to 		
not do
whatever they make you
			next
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Roscoe Burnems

My 9 year old and I
are caught in a wave of emotion
watching olympic swimmers.
Simone Manuel.
First black woman to splash in olympic gold.
Before, my daughter thought nothing of swimming
but a goal,
few strokes to check off a bucket list;
a hobby at best.
She now knows this is tangible.
Seen a black queen get her crown wet
and wash away the stereotypes of black bodies in water.
That we do more than sink
and fight the water for not being land.
She can float like butterfly stroke and rage like the sea.
Seeing Simone dive into history
showed my baby that black can be ocean and Oshun.
The next day,
when the sun is smiling and soaking a motherland
in her skin,
she is in the pool
teaching herself to
Be kick
Be pull
Be thrust
Be wave
Be current
Be brave
Be fervent
Be breaking records and stigmas
Each lap,
a swim across coastlines,
a thank you to Simone,
to Cullen Jones,
to Marteiza Correia,
to the Africans snatched away from the shoreline;
The ones that jumped in the Atlantic,
fists still raised on the ocean floor.
And the ones that stayed
and taught us to swim.

The Big Chop
Roscoe Burnems

I locked my hair to teach me patience.
It
didn’t really work.
When dreadlocks cascaded down my back,
a bevy of thick cables,
they gave me power.
I didn’t care for them when they were awkward and short,
still finding themselves
(Like, in my food when I leaned in to eat).
Love your hair for what it is.
Not for what you can turn it into,.
For everything it’s supposed to be
My hair promised forever (I thought),
but the older we got, we grew apart.
Thinning, broken.
I felt abandoned.
I cut them loose,
but held in tears not wanting them to go.
Looked at my reflection
and had to find myself beautiful all over again,
or maybe,
for the first time without hair to hide behind.
A pile of memories scattered on a bathroom floor
reminded me of every relationship that receded into break ups.
How we were just fibers.
How I was afraid to grow alone.
Didn’t feel much like a Sampson ‘til i was woven into a Delilah.

Love someone for who they are.
Not what you can turn them into.
but for everything they are supposed to be.
How shallow is it
losing my hair
taught me to love someone unconditional.
Rough patches.
No conditioner.
Not realizing what you were until you slide your palms
across what’s left:
A thinning scalp,
a broken heart,
an empty bed.
I cut women loose
if there was a thinning affection
I was broken.
Held them in tears not wanting them to go.
Confused and
scared.
Callous, and
codependent.
I was quick to be
tied up, tied down, tie the knot.
Couldn’t imagine myself
single and exposed.
Afraid the world would be too cold.
There is a difference though,
between being a strand
and being stranded;

Treated every relationship like a
rubber-band
ribbon, or
		
something pretty to tie us together.
This was a gaudy love.
I didn’t adore them,
I adorned them,
like an ornament,
like a shackle.

I used locks to disguise what I hated about myself,
used women to disguise I that hated myself.

I was immature and impatient.
Never gave us enough time to grow.
Was awkward and short with them
while we were still finding ourselves.

Hair and lovers break.
Love whether they return or not.
Your crown toward the sun.
Shine.

Frightened to look at my reflection
and find beauty without someone to hide behind.
You have to love yourself for who you are
For everything you turn into
For everything you are supposed to be.

